THE NEUMANN PROBLEM FOR THE HEAT EQUATION
W. FULKS 1. Introduction. By the Neumann problem we mean the following boundaryvalue problem: to determine the solution u(x, t) of the equation (1.1) "%*(*» ') " M*> ') = 0 in the rectangle or semi-infinite strip Iv bfC ': { 6 < Λ; < c; α<ί<Γ<oo}, given u (x, a) on b < x < c and M* ( b, t) and H X ( c, t) on a < t < T. There is a formula in terms of the Green's function (essentially given by Doetsch in [2, p. 361]) which gives the answer to this problem if the closed rectangle is in the interior of a larger region in which u(x, t) is a. continuous solution of (1.1) . This formula is as follows: let d -c -b 9 and let where $ 3 is the Jacobi Theta function; then (1.2) «(*,*)= Γ F (b ' c \x,t;y,α) We will normalize our rectangle to be R: {0 < x < 1, 0 < t < T < oo{, and for this region we will delete the superscripts from the Green's function and denote it simply by F (x, t; y, s) . And we will denote by H the class of solutions of (1.1) for which both u xx and u % are continuous.
It will be convenient to display here the formula ( see [2, p. 307] ) (1.3) £ U/2, ί) = UίΓ Γ from which it is clear that f' * c '(x, t; y, s) is a uniformly continuous function of all six variables if d is bounded away from both zero and infinity, and if the point (x, t) is bounded away from the point (y, s).
It also follows easily from ( 1.3) that 
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Hence u(x, t) has the representation asserted.
We will later show that A, β, C are independent of the particular sequences of a, b, c used here (see Theorem 3).
To prove the necessity of condition (1) we must differentiate under the integral sign. The only difficulty encountered in this is the disposition of the terms which arise from the variable upper limit. If, however, one forms a difference quotient it is easy to see that the contribution arising from the variability of the upper limit must always vanish, due to the strong convergence to zero of the kernel as s -»t -0.
To establish (2) (x, t) .
where v 2 (x, t) and v 3 (x, t) are nonnegative solutions of (1.1). Then, by [3, p. 22-23] and [7, p. 373] , v 2 (x, t) and V 3 (x, t) must satisfy condition (2).
Hence so must U 2 (x, t) and U 3 (x, t).
To examine U ι (x, t) we need to note that, by (1.3), for 0 < x, y < 1, Similarly,
(t).
We turn now to U 1 (Λ, ί): Hence, for 0 < t < ί 0 ,
This completes the proof.
3. The behavior at the boundary. We are now prepared to examine in detail the behavior near the boundary of solutions of our generalized boundary value problem considered in section 2. The main result of the section is: Then (see [3, p. 25-26 and 65-66] and [7, p. 393-394]) lim u ι (x 9 t) = A (x) ί->o+ wherever this derivative exists. Since any x E ί 0 < * < 1} can be caught in such an /, this establishes (1).
To verify conclusion (2) we write, as before,
As x-»0+, V\{Xy t) and U 3 (x, t) vanish since the kernels converge uniformly to zero, and as x ->1 -0, V x (x 9 t) and U 2 (x, t) vanish for the same reason.
Then by [5] , u x (x, t) tends to B (ί-0) or C (t -0) according as x tends to zero or one, whenever the derivatives exist.
We can now give criteria for the existence of boundary values of the function u ( x, t) itself on the sides x = 0, and x = 1.
COROLLARY 1. If u{x, t) is representable in R by (2.1), then u(0+, 0 exists if B (t -0) does.
Proof. Let 0 < x 0 < 1; then
and the integrand is bounded in 0 < x < x 0 . Hence the integral exists for x = 0 and defines u(0+, t).
We might also note in passing that for such ί, the x difference quotient at the boundary also tends to B (t -0); for, by the mean value theorem, And suppose it has a jump of σ at # 0 ; then, as before,
If δ is so small that [8, p. 128] .) This then implies that lim u(x 9 t) and lim u x (x 9 t) must become infinite on a nondenumerable set, which is a contradiction, and the functions Λ 39 B 39 C 3 are constants.
Hence, since every sequence of α's, b's, or c's contains a subsequence for which A a (x) 9 etc., converges to a common limit, the limit must also be attained for continuous approach. Thus the last statement of the theorem is established. 9 it is necessary and sufficient that (1) u(x 9 t) £ H in R 9 The necessity of (1) follows by Theorem 1. To prove that of (2) we write
where b ι (s) and ό 2 (s) are both nonnegative, say, for example, As x -> 0+, the first and second integrals on the right vanish by (4.2), and the fourth since Gy( 1 -x, s; 0, T) tends to zero uniformly in 5 and T as x -*0+.
To estimate the third we note 
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Then by the dominated convergence theorem we can pass to the limit under the integral sign, by which we get zero as a limit, since F x (x 9 s; y, 0) tends to zero. This proves 5. Uniqueness. We now turn to the question of the extent to which the boundary data uniquely determine the solution of the boundary-value problem. We get one result as an immediately corollary of our Theorem 4. Similarly,
< DA(x)
for every x (0 < * < 1). Now Λ(x) is continuous, for if it had a jump it would violate one or the other of these conditions. Then by [1, p.580] , it must be both nonincreasing and nondecreasing, and hence constant. 
